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Maximum velocity at 14,000 feet
A BG News editor
recalls her first
skydiving experience
By Miranda Bond
MANAGING EDITOR

I woke up on Sept. 3 with butterflies in my stomach and skydiving on my mind—just hours
from jumping out of a plane and
plummeting toward the earth.
My nervousness grew during the hour-long drive from
Bowling Green to Tecumseh.
Mich., and I began to question
what I had gotten myself into.
But once we reached our destination — Skydive Tecumseh
— I began to soak up the atmosphere and knew what I was
about to do would be an amazing experience.
In the lawn area outside of
Skydive Tecumseh's office, divers wait to board the plane and
observers watch their loved
ones fall from the sky. The lawn
was filled with people of all ages
and personalities who helped to
ease my fears.
Veteran skydivers from all
walks of life shared stories of
their favorite jumps. Everyone
felt welcome in this rag-tag
Photo by Tecumseh Skydiving
group of thrill-seekers.
Three generations of family FALLING FAST: Miranda Bond, senior, makes her first tandem jump strapped to the belly of skydiving instructor Rich Mulcare in Tecumseh, Mich.
She shared her experience with veterans and first timers of the extreme sport.
shared a picnic lunch.
Another man sat on a bench their parents had just fallen 14,000 you get out of it," Kim said.
With all of her experience, she ing and cooling company in
by himself reading a book in a feet out of the sky — they're used
Like the Kanats, 10-year veter- offered some advice for rookie Michigan, left his house that
neon-colored jumpsuit with a , to their parents' hobby.
morning thinking he was going
an Cheryl Machouec is addicted jumpers.
cigarette in hand while he wait"It is normal to be nervous, it's to Tecumseh to fix a company's
"From watching my parents it to the sport.
ed for his turn, and an employee doesn't look scary," Sloan said.
She is an engineer for Ford, good to be nervous," she said. air-conditioning.
tended to his pet parrot.
But when he got there, he
Steve said they make the drive but spends her weekends at "Listen to your instructor. If you
As a steady flow of skydiv- to Tecumseh from Beverly Hills, Tecumseh working as a Static follow his instructions you'll found the surprise of his life.
ers swooped down from the Mich., three or four weekends Line and AFF Instructor.
Greeted by a group of friends,
have a safe skydive."
sky and landed on a football per month to skydive.
While the advice and encour- they told him he would be skyBesides the thrill of jumping,
field-sized lawn, Steve and Kim
They like to bring along Sloan the atmosphere of Tecumseh agement from the veteran divers diving. It was their birthday
Kanat landed and began walk- and Keller when they can find keeps Machouec coming back was helpful, I decided to seek present to him.
ing toward the visitor's area.
out someone who could really
"I left an hour ago to do a job
a baby sitter to come along to for more,
Without hesitation, their Tecumseh.
"I like the people," she said. empathize with me — another and now I'm going skydiving,"
daughter Keller, age 3, yelled,
Mark said.
first-timer.
The Kanats became hooked "It's like my second family."
"Daddy, would you like some on the sport when they tried
Mark's brother Allen decided
1 found Mark Mitchell, who
Machouec completed her first
lemonade?"
it while on vacation in Hawaii jump in Wisconsin in August was in more of predicament to surprise him with the gift
Neither Keller nor her sister three years ago.
after Mark expressed interest in
1995. Since then she has made than I was.
Sloan, age 6, were phased that
Mark, who works for a heat- skydiving.
"I like the adrenaline rush that 1,707 jumps.

Speaker encourages Katrina aid
Students urged to
commit to long term
recovery efforts
By lorien Bourne
REPORTER

Pat Dor nun BGNevB

CHARITY APPEAL: Tim Tegge, a United Way spokesman, speaks to students
in Olscamp about what they can do to help hurricane victims.

There was passion to help
Katrina victims in 115
Olscamp last night, despite a
small turnout.
The Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity hosted the Red Cross
and an NAACP representative
in an open forum to discuss
how to aid victims of Katrina.
The president of Alpha Phi
Alpha, Isaiah Lawson, saw
the need on campus to host
a forum.

"I went once before and put a
picture of it on my fridge," Allen
said. "He saw it and rambled
on about how he wanted to go
skydiving."
Mark was understandably
caught off-guard by the gift.
"I'm very excited about it," Mark
said. "It hasn't really set in yet."
His friends offered encouragement and understanding to
try and calm Mark's nerves.
"I was nervous (for him| the
day leading up to it," said friend
Molly Harrison.
"It was phenomenal," Allen
said. "I was a little nervous up
until the day, then I was more
excited."
I took their words of wisdom
with me as I put on my red jumpsuit and gear and got last minute
instructions from my instructor.
Rich Mulcare.
Mulcare and I boarded a small
plane with about 10 other skydivers, all of whom were veterans.
The seating arrangement
was rather uncomfortable with
everyone sitting on the floor,
chest-to-back, cramped in. This
only added to my nervousness.
It seemed to take forever to
reach an altitude of 14,000 feet.
I enjoyed the beautiful view
from the plane, but couldn't
help noticing how small the
ground seemed as we rose
through the clouds.
As we neared 14,000 feet, all
the divers rose to their knees,
and Mulcare attached safety
clips on the back of my harness
to clips on his belly and chest.
Veteran jumpers ahead of me
lifted the clear garage-like door
near the rear of the plane, and
without hesitation, leapt one by
one into bright blue sky.
There was no time to think. I
thought of turning back, but I'd
driven too far — and flown too
high — to stop now.
My instructor and I penguinwalked to the door on our knees.
SKYDIVE, PAGE 2

WICKET GOOD

"We need to do something,
and I knew that there was
an interest from students on
campus," said Lawson.
He scrambled to get the
forum together on short
notice NAACP representative,
Jakell Wilson and Tim Tegge from
the United Way were more than
happy to speak at the forum.
"It's a national disaster," Wilson
said. "If it happened in Uma it
should get the same amount of
publicity anywhere."
Tegge highlighted the ways for
students to get involved in relief
efforts. He recommended that
students stay in it for the long
haul because there will be a great
KATRINA, PAGE 2

DUI charges continue to increase in the city
Lover BAC levels spur
crackdown, frustrates
students
By Jacqueline Rate
REPORTER

DUI laws in Bowling Green are
strict because many people
continue to drive under the
influence. Those charged with
DUIs in Bowling Green this

year have already outnumbered past years.
For 2005, so far, 496 DUI
arrests have been made. At the
same time last year almost one
hundred less arrests were made.
In 2003,387 arrests. In 2002 there
were almost half as many arresis
as this year.
An estimated 30 percent of
the arrests were University students for 2005.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

™RS0'Y

Police can credit the rise in
arrests to increased enforcement, recently lowered blood
alcohol concentration legal level
and the "Drink and Drive, You
Lose" campaign set forth by
the Ohio Department of Public
Safety that educates the community on the effects of drinking
and driving.
Eric Reynolds, Chief Deputy
for Wood County Sheriff's Office,

said; " Whenever you educate
the public and follow it up with
enforcement it makes the safety
for everyone that much more
successful"
The legal drinking limit in
Ohio is 0.08. The average BAC
reading for 2004 was 0.16 to 0.07
over the legal limit. Almost 10
percent of those who took the
DUI, PAGE 2
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CRACK: Sophomore John Hepburn enjoys a nice game of croquet
with his friends Tuesday evening in front of Conklin.
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Student arrests reach 30 percent U.S. lafiS in education

OUI, FROM PAGE 1

that drunken driving is
is happy thai

BAG test blew a 0.20, over double
■.lu' legal limit
It is this 0.08 BAC limit that has
senior Jason Nicholas unhappy
with his pending DUi citation.
"If I have one beer I can get a
DU I. It takes a lot more than one
beer for me to have even close to
impaired vision and judgment,"
he said.
Also concerned with the low
BAC level is Brittany Shepler,
senior.
"A Dili should not be solely
based on breathalyzer numbers,"
she said. "If you pass all the field
sobriety tests and you weren't
pulled over for reckless or suspicious driving then it should be a
less severe charge for failing the
breathalyzer." However, Shepler

being taken as a serious danger
and would rather have police
overreact than under react.
"I think it is good that they are
cracking down because the poor
judgment made by a drunken
drivet may take an innocent life,"
she said.
In the past 10 years, 4.687
people were killed and another
219.040 were injured in alcohol-related crashes in Ohio
reported the Ohio Department
of Public Safety. Another half
million drivers were convicted
of driving under the influence
in Ohio, 24,000 of these were
repeat offenders.
The increasing numbers of
people being charged with DUIs
in Bowling Green is not likely
to decrease according to Mary

NUMBER OF DUI'S IN

BOWLING GREEN
Based on the first nine months
ol each year.
2005:496

need for a long time.
He also said students and organizations need to give money to
tnisted organizations.
Along with money, blood is
also needed. Wilson pointed
out that African Americans have
the highest percent of O-positive
blood and should donate.
Tegge said it is important to
stay informed locally to keep
up with current developments
and the local relief efforts.
He warned not to watch too
much television because it can

become depressing and also
urged students to get their information from credible sources.
So far, Tegge has seen a lack
of coordination in the local
relief effort, but organizations
have come together to help one
another out.
The Red Cross was not
prepared to handle the massive amount of food and
clothing donations, but the
United Way is assisting them
in getting donations to the
Goodwill and sending volunteers to areas where they will be
most effective.

Report states women
continue to be paid
less than men
By Ben Feller
IHE ASSOCIATED PBSSS

2004:390
2003:387
2002:275
Cowefl, clerk of court, who gather the DUI statistics. She has
seen a constant influx in convictions recently.
As long as the police continue
to do their job, the number of DUI
arrests will not go down unless
people stop drinking and driving.

Groups unite to help victims
KATRINA. FROM PAGE 1
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Wilson was hopeful that the
forum would have positive effects
on the University. Already, Alpha
Phi Alpha has raised close to $600
and hopes to raise more by hostingannthcrforum next week.
"I want this to start the conversation on how we can give back
and I just want to help the victims of Katrina because this is the
real issue." Wilson said. "If not us,
then who?"
The United Way is responsible for heading the screening process for volunteers.
Potential
volunteers
can
call 1-800-VOI.UNTEF.R.

WASHINGTON — The United
States is losing ground in education, as peers across the globe
zoom by with- bigger gains in
student achievement and school
graduations, a study shows.
Among adults age 25 to 34,
the U.S. is ninth among industrialized nations in the share of
its population that has at least a
high school degree. In the same
age group, the United States
ranks seventh, with Belgium,
in the share of people who hold
a college degree.
Bybothmeasures.theUnited
States was first in the world
as recently as 20 years ago,
said Barry McGaw, director of
education for the Paris-based
Organization for Cooperation
and Development. The 30nation organization develops the yearly rankings as a
way for countries to evaluate
their education systems and
determine whether to change
their policies.
McGaw said that the United
States rcmainsatopthe"knowledge economy," one that uses
information to produce economic benefits. But, he said,
"education's contribution to
that economy is weakening,
and you ought to be worrying."
The report, released yesterday, bases its conclusions about

McGaw said other measures
achievement mainly on international test scores released of achievement are fair to conlast December. They show that sider in rating performance.
Given what the United States
compared with their peers in
Europe.Asia and elsewhere, 15- spends on education, its relayear-olds in the United States tively low student achievement
are below average in applying through high school shows its
school system is "clearly inefmath skills to real-life tasks.
Top performers includ- ficient," McGaw said.
In all levels of education, the
ed Finland,
Korea, the
Netherlands, Japan, Canada United States spends $11,152
per student.
and Belgium.
"The very best schools in
A separate international
review last year showed U.S. the U.S. are extraordinary,"
eighth-graders gaining on their McGaw said. "But the big conpeers acrosstheglobeinscience cern in the U.S. is the diversity
and math. At the same time, of qualityof institutions—and
the fact that expectathough, fourthtions haven't been set
graders here are "...education's
high enough."
falling behind
The Bush adminisothers passed as contribution to
says the 2002
their test scores
that economy tration
federal law known
remain stagnant,
is weakening, as the No Child Left
that study found.
"We're not just and you ought Behind Act is fueling
higher achievement
letting
down
too many of our to be worrying." among all students
by holding schools
students; were
accountable for prog(also) not giving
BARRY MCGAW.
ress. But the internaour
taxpayers
ORGANIZATION FOR
tional data, mostly
the best return
COOPERATION
AND
gathered in 2003, are
on their investDEVELOPMENT
not recent enough to
ments," said Ray
confirm that the law
Simon, the depis producing results,
uty
education
McGaw said.
secretary.
Higher education in the
Younger students are making gains, Simon said, but that United States remains strong,
progress isoftenlostbythelater and the nation continues to
grades. He said a new push to holdanadvantageininnovation
improve the accuracy of high based on research conducted at
school graduation data should universities, McGaw said.
The report also underscores
help steer attention toward
students who are at risk of that women continue to get
paid less than men.
dropping out of education.

Roberts dodges abortion, other issues
Senators press
Roberts to answer the
tough questions
By lessee I. Holland
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Supreme
Court nominee lohn Roberts
jousted with Democratic senators yesterday at his confirmation hearing to be chief justice,
dodging their attempts to pin
down his opinions on abortion, voting rights and other
legal issues.
Roberts said he felt the
landmark 1973 ruling legalizing abortion was "settled
as a precedent" and that the
Constitution provides a right
to privacy.
When senators pressed
for details on his opinions
Roberts said repeatedly that he
shouldn't address some issues
that could come before the
Supreme Court with him as
chief justice.
At one point, Sen. Joe
Biden. D-Del., who has indicated he may run for president in 2008, accused Roberts
of "filibustering."
"Go ahead and continue not
to answer," said Biden. later,
he interrupted Roberts and
when criticized, insisted, "His
answers are misleading, with
all due respect."
"Wait a minute! Wait a minute! They may be misleading
but they are his answers,"
said Sen. Arlen Specter, RPa., the Judiciary Committee
chairman.
Roberts kept his cool.

"With respect, they a re my
answers and with respect, they
are not misleading," he said.
Senators questioned
President Bush's choice to
succeed the late William H.
Rehnquist on abortion, privacy,
voting rights and the balance of
power between the branches of
government. Roberts frequently answered through the prism
of legal precedent but declined
to address specifics.
The hea rt of t he abort ion
ruling is "settled as a precedent of the court, entitled
to respect under principles
of stare decisis," the concept
that long-established rulings
should be given extra weight,
Roberts said.
Review and revisions have
been the hallmark of the high
court on issues from integration to gay rights, and Roberts
indicated that groundbreaking
cases can drawa second look.
"If particular precedents
have proven to be unworkable,
they don't lead to predictable
results, they're difficult to
apply, that's one factor supporting reconsideration."
Roberts said.
If confirmed, the 50-ycar-old
Roberts would be the youngest
chief justice in 200 years, with
the power to shape the high
court for decades. Democrats
and Republicans see no major
obstacles to his winning Senate
approval and joining the other
justices when the new term
begins Oct. 3.
In his answers on abortion. Roberts focused on a
1992 Supreme Court ruling in
Casey v. Planned Parenthood,

t Preferred*
Properties Co.
Houses That Feel Like Homes

Roberts' writings. Kennedy
referring to that as a precwas interrupted several times
edent-setting case in addition
by Specter, who told him to let
to the 1973 Roe v. Wade ruling.
Roberts speak.
In the Pennsylvania case,
The nominee dismissed any
the Supreme Court voted 5-4 to
uphold the core holdings of Roe suggestion that his Catholic
faith would influence his deciv. Wade and ban states from
sions if he were confirmed,
outlawing most abortions. The
bringing the number of
court said states could impose
Catholics on the court to a hisrestrictions on the procedure
toric high of four. The Roman
that do not impose an "undue
Catholic Church strongly
burden" on women.
opposes abortion.
"It reaffirmed the central
"There's nothing in my
holding in Roe v. Wade,"
personal views based on faith
Roberts said.
or other sources that would
Bush originally nominated
prevent me from applying the
Roberts to succeed Justice
precedent of the court faithSandra Day O'Connor, the
fully under the princourt's crucial
c
swing vote who
"With
respect,
W*°l**Kd™sis," Roberts said.
announced her
Stare decisis is
plans to retire in
Latin for "to stand
July. Within days of
by a decision" and
Rehnquist's death
legally translates
on Sept. 3. Bush
into the doctrine
tapped Roberts to
be chief justice.
■1
J» that says courts are
misleading. bound by previous
Democrats
decisions, or precpressed the appeledents, particularly
late judge about
JOHN ROBERTS,
when a case has
his writings on
civil rights while
NOMINEE
been decided by a
higher court.
a young lawyer in
Questioned about rights of
the Reagan administration two
decades ago. Sen. Edward M.
privacy, the appellate judge
cited several amendments
Kennedy, D-Mass.. described
in the Bill of Rights and said,
some of those writ ings on
"The court has explained
voting rights as a "narrow,
that the liberty protected is
cramped and mean-spirited
not limited to freedom from
view" that failed to show a full
physical restraint."
appreciation of discrimination.
On other issues:
Under questioning from
- Roberts rejected the notion
Kennedy, Roberts said that he
of finding precedent in foreign
had no problem with the 1965
law. In ruling on the use of the
Voting Rights Act. "The constitutionality has been upheld,
death penalty against minors,
and I don't have any issue
the Supreme Court this year
noted the standards and rules
with that."
of other nations. Roberts said
That failed to assuage
Kennedy, who spoke critithat sort of citation expands the
cally and at length alioul
discretion of a jurist, and "that's

they are my
answers and
with respect,
they are not
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SKYDIVE, FROM PAGE 1
I caught a quick glimpse of
the ground as Mulcare hung
me out of the plane like a baby
strapped to her mother's chest.
I've never felt so scared in
my life.
If there had been a few seconds to think, I probably would
have tried to crawl back in
the plane, but Mulcare rocked
backwards once. Before I knew
it we were floating.
Overwhelmed by emotion
and adrenaline, the wind blowing against my cheeks felt like
a roller-coaster 100 times over
— and yet my body felt like it
was floating on a waterbed.
Our minute of free-fall felt
like an eternity before Mulcare
released the parachute and we
floated 10 the ground for about
10 minutes.
From there on I sat back and
enjoyed the ride.
Mulcare pointed out landmarks around Tecumseh, and
we saw people scurrying about
at a church picnic.
He let me hold the ropes to
the parachute, and by pulling
them to the right or left we
would do spirals in the air.
After our soft landing, I
returned to the office, took
off my red jumpsuit, and ran
outside feeling on top of the
world.
"Now do you understand why
we do this?" said Steve Kant
with a smile on his face.
I certainly did, and it was
clear to me how this sport could
easily become an addiction.
Editors
Note:
Skydive
Tecumseh can be contacted at
(5171-423-7720. or visit www.
skydivetecutnseh.com

TWO BEDROOM RENTALS

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Piedmont
• Updated Birchwood

a misuse of precedent, not a
correct use of precedent."
- Roberts said the
Constitution specifically gives
the power to declare war to
Congress, and in response to
questions about interrogation
and torture, said, "No one is
above the law and that includes
the president."
- The nominee rejected
terms such as originalist
and constructionist. "When
pressed I prefer to be known as
a modest judge."
- Roberts said he never
turned down a request for pro
bono work while in private
practice, including a case on
gay rights. "I think it's right that
if there had been something
morally objectionable, I suppose I would have."
In 1992, Rehnquist wanted
to use the Casey case to overturn Roe, but he was stymied
by moderate Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor, who is retiring.
111st ice Antonin Scalia wrote a
bitter dissent then, and is likely to push the court to revisit
the issue.
Troy Newman, president of
Operation Rescue, said antiabortion activists weren't surprised by Roberts' comments
but would watch him closely.
"We're concerned about
these statements, but the proof
will come when it's time for
him to rule on these cases as a
justice," Newman said.
Abortion rights groups
found little comfort in Roberts'
answers. "John Roberts failed
to state whether he believes
the right to privacy includes a
woman's right to choose as recognized in Roe v. Wade," said
Nancy Keenan, president of
NARAL Pro-Choice America.
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Men's Basketball
Players Wanted!!!
The MAC Champion
BGSU Women's
Basketball team is
looking immediately for
male basketball players
for our men's practice
squad!! Come help us
win another MAC titlel
Please call assistant
coach Kevin Eckert at
372-9226 or e-mail at
keckert@bgsu.edu
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NIU FAN DIES WHILE SUPPORTING THE TEAM

CAMPUS

DEKALB, 111. (AP) — Northern Illinois University
supporter George Wilkins died while attending the
NIU football game Saturday, said Melanie Magara,
assistant vice president for Public Affairs.
Wilkins died of a heart attack and had stopped
breathing by the time he reached the ambulance.

THE GREAT OUTDOORS

getalife
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[ne calendar of events is taken from
ht1rn//eventsJ)gMLeduy

6:30 a.m.-9.30 am.
"What Does PeopleSoft Bring lo Me?"
This session will provide an overview
of what PeopleSoft brings to University
employees.

101 Olscamp Hall
9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Hurricane Relief Collection
Catholic Newman Club and the St Thomas
More University Parish Community are
sponsoring a collection for the victims ol
Hurricane Katrina St. Tom's will function
as a drop off site for the International
Service of Hope Program (ISOH). Boxes

BenSwanger BGNews

DOODLING: lanna Huddleston works on a drawing outside of University Hall yesterday. Her and
her class were outside drawing still life for their Theatre and Film 150 class.

^^^^^J^^^^Jt^m ^^B B^^

will be placed in the res-halls for items
or donations may be brought directly to
St. Tom's (Across from Mac) Needed
Items: Tarps/Ropes, Caned Fruit/Veggies.
Canned Meats. Cleaning Supplies.
Purchased Water Bottles. Flashlights/
Batteries. Manual Can Openers. Bug
Repellent, Toilet Paper. Hand Wipes, Baby
Formula/Food and Diapers Donations can
be dropped oft at the Church
SI. Ihomas More University Parish. 425
Ihurstin Ave.
3:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Changing Faces of Women in Sports

Panelists will discuss the status of
women in sports, bringing the audience
up to date on the latest developments.
Refreshments will be served FREE
For more information contact: Linda
Dobb
Union 308
8:00 pm. -10:00 p.m.
Open mic night sponsored by the Union.
in the Black Swamp Pub. To sign up or
for more information contact Heather at
hvogel@bgnet.hgsu.edu.
Black Swamp Pub

UNM rehires previously retired professor
undergraduate classes, "Anyone
who can bomb the Pentagon
gets my vote."
F.ven though he later apologized for his statement.
Berthold was told by former
UNM provost Brian Foster in
December 2001 he would not be
able to teach freshman courses in the immediate future.
Berthold retired from UNM in
December 2002.
Otero said the committee
who approved Berthold's proposal discussed the remark he
made and decided to give him
a chance.
"We did talk about it," she
said. "But the course he proposed was in his field of expertise — history."
Berthold did not return calls
on Friday and Monday.
Senior Ally Wilson said
Berthold was one of her favorite

After comments
about 9/11, professor
teaches again
By Katy Knapp
u WIRE

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. — He's
back. Richard Berthold, a history professor who retired from
the University of New Mexico
after making a controversial
remark about Sept. 11,2001 during a lecture, will be teaching
an honors course in the spring
2006 semester.
Rosalie Otero, director of the
UNM Honors Program, said
Berthold presented the department with a class proposal in
August. She said the class will
be called "The Wrath of Achilles:
Greek Warfare and Society."
Berthold made headlines on
Sept. 11, 2001, after he told two

I'HOUR

PlT

"It was fantastic, I was this 17-year-old kid
going home and telling my parents how much
I loved college. I thought he was an exceptional
teacher and I'm glad they're letting him
comeback."
ALLY WILSON, SENIOR

professors at UNM. She took a
Roman civics course he taught
during her freshman year.
"It was fantastic," she said. "I
was this 17-year-old kid going
home and telling my parents
how much I loved college. I
thought he was an exceptional
teacher and I'm glad they're letting him come back."
Student Ryan Brightbill,
founder of the Reagan Freedom
Society of New Mexico, said the
comment made by Berthold
was slanderous and he should

STOP Tme.Sana.

not be allowed to return to the
University.
"Whoever hires him back, I
believe they are performing a
treasonous act," Brightbill said.
"He's gone way off the deep
end."
Senior Sean Taylor, who took
a western civilization class with

Berthold, said the professor
didn't belong at UNM, regardless of the comment. "I just
got the impression he enjoyed
being a jerk like that, and making sensationalist comments to
undergrads was just a continuaiion of his ego," he said.
Berthold is only scheduled to
teach in the spring, Otero said,
and will be paid $2,500 lor the
semester. Otero said the committee talked to Berthold about
his previous remarks.
"He apologized and really
made a terrible error in judgini'iii in what he said." she said,
Berthold has been asked
not to discuss current affairs

in his course, Otero said. A
UNM instructor, who wanted
to remain anonymous, said he
knew Berthold. The instructor
said asking Berthold to not discuss current events limits his
ability to gel students to relate
to the ancient history being
taught.
'Hewould need to bring those
Ic-siins in the present time," he
said. I he limits placed on him
doom him. Not that I think he'll
observe them."
Berthold is notorious for
being strongly anti-military,
Otero said, and his remarks
were aimed ai the U.S, military,
not the victims of Sept. u.
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QUOTEI VQIOTK
"Wouldyou think that Roe might be a
super-duper precedent?"

Senate judiciary Chairman Arlen Specter, R- Pa. to Judge |ohn Roberts
(hmlhjfUnnl
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OPINION

Roberts nominated, students yawn
The Chief lustice of the United
States Supreme Court, William
Rehnquist, succumbed to thyroid cancer on Saturday. Sept. 3.
Rehnquist, 80, had served
a formidable 33 years on
the bench, and was among
the majority in the Bush vs.
Gore verdict that ended the
Elorida recount and cemented
President George W. Bush's 2000
election victory.
He often found himself voicing the minority opinion as
well, in cases such as Texas vs.

lohnson, the 1989 ruling that
upheld flag burning as a constitutionally protected act.
I lis passing has been marked
with a fanfare befitting his preeminence in the past tltree-andii-h;ilf decades of American law
and politics.
Along with the gap left by
recently retired lustice Sandra
Day O'Connor, Mr. Rehnquist s
vacant seat leaves two positions
on the II. S. Supreme Court to
be filled.
A slow and often grueling

process of presidential nomination and Senate confirmation
will ultimately present America
with two new justices.
ludge lohn Roberts was
initially named to fill lustice
O'Connor's position, but, upon
the news of Mr. Rehnquist's
death, was quickly re-appropriated as a nominee for the nowvacant seat of the Chief Justice.
A Senate confirmation is typically the most spectacular, and
often pyrotechnic, aspect of
parliamentary procedure.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

However, while reports of
these upcoming confirmation
battles fill news and opinion
pages for the next few months,
it is important not to forget
what is at stake.
Tragically, there is no group
of people more likely to commit such an error than college
students.
Our endemically apathetic
generation, unable to amass a
greater than 20 percent voter
turnout in recent elections, will
likely greet the appointment

Human welfare
is a balance,
not a contest
As a graduate of BGSU and
resident of Ohio it is with great
embarrassment that I read
"Human welfare should be first"
on September 5,2005.
First, Bowling Green makes
the news for the horrific dog
torture by some teens this summer and now this is the view
point of BGSU college students?
I wouldn't be so sure that 'we
won'anything yet. It seems to
me a little bug called AIDS as
well as other terminal illnesses
have us beat.
What you seem to be missing
scientifically is that all parts of
our world have purpose.
The delicate balance we've
already disrupted via our 'what
we want should come first' attitudes is a contributing factor

staying by the dead mates side.
Seems to me that many wild
animals are much more civilized
than us,
Above and beyond morals/
values, I hope this teaches you
that every action or cause has
an effect.
Cut down all the trees... what
would Tsunami/1 lurricane survivors hang on to as structures are
blown away?
Kill all the 'pests' with chemicals instead of allowing natural
predators such as mice, raccoons and skunks to live..,, we
all end up with cancer from
polluted soil and water.
Take away all the whales, I am
sure we will have another sort of
mess on our hands.
Which mess is worse? 1 don't
know about you, but I'd take
seeing a mouse now and then
over cancel any day.

JOSH
DWYER

U-Wm Columnist
TheBattalim
Texas A&M

Elected officials and
appointed agents
disgraced themselves
before Katrina ever made
landfall.
Sadly, for the people of
Louisiana whose possessions
were swept away by wind and
lives overwhelmed with water,
the errors of the state and local
governments overshadowed
any failings in Washington, D.C.
The citizens of Louisiana
also knew it was a matter of
when, not if, "The Big One" hit.
In fact, CNN.com reported
that everything that happened
since Katrina arrived was predicted by hurricane experts
and computer models.
The Times-Picayune, the
major newspaper in New
Orleans, even ran a five-pan
series explaining the city's precarious position in 2002.
In our system of government,
state and local officials are
the first to respond to disasters, and city officials publicly
accepted responsibility for
doing so.
According to die Web

What turns you
on about the
opposite sex?

LINDSEY MAHER

JUNIOR, IPC
"Good eyes. Good
smile. Nice booty."

KARI WARNER
ALUMNUS

ft

Hurricane blame misplaced
site for the New Orleans
Comprehensive Emergency
Management Plan, the mayor
is "responsible for recognition
of hurricane related preparation needs and for the issuance of an evacuation order."
Despite media reports that
warned that as many as onethird of the residents would
not or could not leave in the
event of an evacuation order,
Mayor Ray Nagin let his people
down by not using resources
that were readily available
before the storm hit, such as
city and public school buses.
According to The Associated
Press, there were more than
200 school buses in a single lot,
flooded and unused.
One trip could have moved
10,000 people to safety if the
buses were filled to the capacity recommended by the
state of Texas as reported by
Houston's KHOU-TV
Undoubtedly, there were
more buses around the city
and any uncertainty about
where to relocate the survivors
would have been less traumatic than abandoning them
in the Superdome.
The state's preparation lor the
disaster wasn't much better, and
it was not because President
George W. Bush cut funding.
While the federal government
has spent less than Untisiana
politicians had requested, the
state has received more than

RGNEWS

S1.9 billion for U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers projects since Bush
was elected.
That is $500 million more
than any other state, and more
than President Bill Clinton
provided in a similar amount
of time, according to The
Washington Post.
But the state managed to
waste much of it on things
other than levee improvements,
such as a $748 million canal
lock project, according to The
Washington Post, and renovating a Mardi Gras fountain which
cost $2.5 million.
Corruption appears to have
played a role, too. The Investor's
Business Daily reported that
"three top Louisiana Office
of Homeland Security and
Emergency
Preparedness
officials" were indicted for
obstructing an audit of the use
of federal funds.
A column in The Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette notes that the federal response to Katrina was
faster than for other major hurricanes such as Hugo and Andrew,
but Congress is not blameless.
Spending on pet projects
has ballooned, such as on the
recently approved highway bill
which included $24 billion in
pork.
But blaming the federal government for the calamity is to
condemn it for which it was
never designed to do: Be a first
responder to disasters.
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privacy rights, property control,
abortion, the death penalty and
assisted suicide.
Moreover, he would be the
face of judicial authority in
America, potentially for decades.
Most college students will predictably mark the appointment
of two new Supreme Court justices with characteristic indifference, and then complain about
the outcome for the rest of their
lives.

PEOPLE Detoxing from
ON THE STREET

to these very diseases as well
as the culprit in the other complaints you mentioned.
You mention snake and
insect attacks. There would be
many less if developers had
restrictions on the constant
destruction of our disappearing
natural habitats.
This destruction of environment, coupled with hunters
disrupting deer patterns and
killing predators are the main
reason for deer-car fatalities.
Instead of blaming Bambi
you need to lobby your government for smarter highway
constniction and removal of
hunting.
As far as thinking that we are
the only 'too compassionate'
species, I urge you to think of
the many pets that have saved
owners lives over the years that
we all hear about on the news
everyday.
Consider some of the animals
that mate for life to the point of
meeting their own demise by

of new Supreme Court justices
with little interest, but the
events of the next few months
will be of grave and lasting
importance.
ludge John Roberts is a relatively young nominee for the
bench at less than 50 years old.
Were he to be appointed, an
incoming freshman would likely
be 50 himself by the time of
Roberts' retirement.
In that time, ludge Roberts
would have a substantial effect
on our country's stance on

JOE MORGAN
JUNIOR, SOCIOLOGY

"/ like big chicks, girls
sitting at the bus stop
and stilettos."

JENNY KELLER
JUNIOR, SOCIOLOGY

"/ like muscular guys
in sweatpants."

ALEX PRIOR
JUNIOR, SPORTS
MANAGEMENT

7 don't want to be
vulgar, so I'll keep it to
myself."

cellular addiction

Cell phones are like crack.
CHAD
Once you get a hit of a
HONEY
text message, it is almost
impossible to stop.
Guest Columnist
Not to mention how cool one
feels when they are walking
cell phones. Regardless of the
across campus talking to their
instructor's pleas, there is always
roommate tiiey just saw 30 secthat one idiot in your class that
onds ago about what is going to
can't grasp the concept.
be on MTV that night.
In the middle of a lecture
Although cellular phones can
about igneous rocks, the prof is
be useful for some situations,
interrupted by a downloaded
i.e. medical emergencies and
50 cent ring or some other tune
flat tires, their current role in
sure to disrupt the class. I'm sure
every student's life is nothing
everyone has experienced this
short of frightening.
annoyance, and I don't predict
Let me start off by saying that
an end.
I am a hypocrite. I am so that
Then there arc the cell phone
guy who is walking at 8:00 in the
gurus who can text pages withmorning charting away as I forout looking or even while laborget to hold doors for old ladies
ing on their Spanish homework.
and my mind in general.
Sometimes it is scary to image
Every morning I wake up
what these people can are writclutching my cell phone, which I
ing about.
use as an alarm clock, and scroll
Are they talking about their
through my missed calls Usually
day? About you? Or are they
not important, I throw my cell
translating the Bible from
phone in its resting place, which
English to French for la Maison
I surprisingly haven't covered
Erancaise.
with crushed velvet.
Not only are cell phones a
But enough about my morncampus epidemic, the addiction
ing routine, after
has spread world wide.
all I am just one
The use of cell phones
"In the
student at BGSU
Africa alone has risen
who has a cell
middle of in
over 70 million in the past
phone addiction.
few years. Villages that
a lecture
I am sure if we
don't even have power
could transmit
about
are talking on their cell
phone conversaigneous
phones daily either to
tions through
communicate with loved
rocks, the
liquid, every one
ones or set up tradeof us would have
prof is
Personally, I don't
a syringe sticking
how I feel about
interrupted know
out of our veins
this I mean, yeah, it is
and forearms
by a
pretty awesome that you
that look like
text your friends
downloaded can
Courtney Love's.
as your beating your
Almost on
50 cent ring clothes against a rock in
a daily basis I
Botswana, but honestly it
or some
watch students
is ridiculous.
walk into traffic
other tune
You think that other
gossiping to their
luxuries such as plumbsure to
friends about
ing and electricity would
which bar they
disrupt."
be important, but no,
hit up the night
being able to play snake
befpre and how
as you kill an antelope
many numbers
is l)etter.
they snagged.
So next time you're thinking
Along with this, students
about talking on your phone
liave been caught doing other
think of a few things before
absurd things like, I don't know,
hand.
driving, while talking on their
First, don't walk into traffic, no
cell phones. Walking and chewone wants to see it or hear the
ing gum is a task that is sure
BG Eire Department's sirens at 3
to perplex many, but at least it
a.m. while they are sleeping.
doesn't have the potential to kill
Second, be courteous of othsomebody.
ers around you. No one likes a
More and more accidents are
door slammed in their face or
being caused by drivers on cell
to be knocked be in the head
phones and now states are startby your backpack as you rush
ing to outlaw it.
through the Union.
Not as serious as driving,
And last, call your mother. I
at the start of every class it is
am sure she misses you, and
almost mandatory for professors
she probably is paying the bill
to ask students to silence their
anyway.
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THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:
Q: What did the
German watch repairman say to his watch
that would only go
"tick, tick, tick"?

Roommate M*»
Roommatejian^
Rush *<*■'

You could tell yourself that
it's news, but it's just not.

A: " Ve have vays of
making you tock!"
Written and Illustrated By led Davis. jadavisWbasu eQv

Going to the BMV
like pulling teeth
I

'm not going lo lie to you.
I'm not a car person. That's
JOSH
not my area of expertise by
BENNER
any stretch of the imagination.
Humor
Columnist
lust a couple months ago,
when 1 needed an oil change, my
mom suggested I go to a place
That would look real cool.
that would also rotate the tires. I
Having someone push your car
was like, "It's a car. The tires are
with lay-Z blasting in the stereo.
always rotating." like I said, I
It would certainly make parallel
just don't know anything at all
parking an ordeal.
about them.
Eventually, I made it through
I remember when I first got
Driver's Ed. but I never felt like
my learner's permit and had to
I learned anything from it. For
go down to the BMV Aside from
instance, if I'm driving on a
that rime I toured the I lolocaust
bridge, and crash into a lake, I
museum, the BMV was probably don't have a clue as to what I'm
the most depressing place I had
supposed to do. I say go down
ever been in.
with the ship.
I took a number. Ihey had
The only thing I remember
the weirdest system. Here's an
from the classes is that the miniexample of the numbers: K10,0 mum tire tread is 3/16 of an inch.
7, C 328, G 7.175. It was confusEverybody remembers that for
ing, and my number was XC 7
some reason.
trillion, so I knew 1 was going to
There are a lot of useful things
be waiting for awhile.
that they never even teach you
in the classes, such
They finally call me
up, and I get to the
"My mom as eating while drivtalking on a cell
person who adminsuggested ing,
isters the vision test.
phone while drivThis woman is jubiing, changing pants
I go to a
lant to be working at
you're late
place that because
the BMV, and for that
for work while drivmatter, to be alive
would also ing, etc.
the class,
all together. And she
rotate the weBesides
all had to drive
tells me that I'll see a
light flash when I'm
tires. I was for 50 hours with our
talcing the test.
This was
like, 'It's a parents.
I'm struggling to
also a lot of fun.
see any of the letters,
car. The tires I don't know what
and I see a flash from
parents were
are always your
the comer of my eye.
like, but mine were
rotating.'" (and are) totally crazy.
I say, "I see it."
If I was driving with
She says, "I haven't
dad and 1 missed
flashed it yet."
a rum, it would go something
"Well then, I must have
like this: "losh! Oh my gosh, did
cataracts." Needless to say, I
miserably failed. I had, for what- you see that car? Are you even
ever reason, forgotten both my
paying attention to what you're
contacts and glasses, and some
doing? How are you going to get
blind people can see much beta license if you... (15 minutes
ter than me, so that wasn't a
and about 12 miles later)... it's
good combination.
not their job to look out for you.
The next day, I went back and
You need to pay attention. Do
you remember your uncle lack?"
finally passed the test (though I
was pretty nervous the second
"No."
"Exactly."
time around). My parents always
1 once told my dad that I
grilled me about needing to
study for the written test. Please, thought the blind spot was a
if you need to study for that test,
state of mind.
My mom was the exact oppoyou are unfit to drive.
Anyway I have my temps, and site of my dad when I 'd drive
one of the first levels of Dante's
with her. Miss a turn? Nothing.
Inferno is attending the Driver's
Cut someone off? Silence. Take a
comer on two wheels? Crickets.
Ed classes. The guy I had was
So finally I decide to look over at
really dry and uptight. For
her, and she has her eyes closed.
instance, he said if you're in a
All I hear is, "Our father, who an
parking lot and the speed limit
in heaven..."
is 15, that that was too fast, and
that you should actually go 10. If
Josh can be found every
it's 10, go five.
It was like, well what do you
Saturday morning listening to
do if the speed limit is five? Put
car talk live on NPR. Tell him
the car in neutral, and have
about your driving experiences at
someone push you.
jbenner@bgsu.edu.

Voted Best Pizza 12 years in a Row!

^^^203 N. Main

Ffiee Deuverw
$4.50 Minimum

352-5166

Open Weekdays 4 pm • Lunch Fri • Sat • Sun

ANY 1 ITEM PIZZA
Your Choice:

10" Small

12" Medium

$5.00

$6.50

H'Ljrje

My fellow citizens, I call
upon you to take to
the streets on a pilgrimage, in search of a glorious
and inspirational sight.
If you head down to the
numbered streets, beyond the
holy land of the TV station parking lot, you can discover it as
well. No, not all the filled parking spaces. Head away from
campus, toward the fence. Do
not allow this barrier to impede
your progress. You must cross it
to attain your ultimate goal.
Once on the other side, you
will be confronted by a street.
This is Scott Hamilton Avenue.
Apparently, all the important
buildings in the city had better
celebrities or corporate sponsors, so Scott got a street.
Anyway, as you gaze across
Scott Hamilton, you will see a
number of streets leading away

<D

$11.00

Addttkxul items Extra
FmJHa CMckon ■ 2 Items

5 Breadsticks Only $2.50
we
We nave
hava siu
Stuffed Breadaticka
FREE DELIVERY
LIMITED AREA
Main

J. MICHAEL
BESTUL
Humor Columnist

from campus. You will want the
one marked "High" (I'll avoid
the obvious joke here).
Follow this street past Second
until you get to Third, and
you'll see it. Right there on the
cement, it looks like a pizza
missing a slice, except done in
yellow spray paint.
Lovingly crafted with spray
paint and stencils, you can follow this work of art down the
rest of the block. If you're feeling
bold, turn the comer and track
it down Fourth Street.
Power pellets. Ghosts.
Cherries. And at the head of
it is their grand devourer, that

great icon of'80s pop culture,
Pac-Man.
That's right. Someone
spray-painted the sidewalk to
resemble a comer from the old
Pac-Man game. My only question is, why haven't the perpetrators been hunted down and
awarded the key to the city?
The particulars of the sidewalk Pac-Man are shrouded
in mystery. Like a go<xl crop
circle, it simply appeared one
summer morning, fully formed.
Though it looks to be the work
of human hands, who can rule
out the possibility of videogame-loving aliens or a divine
miracle?
But such questions fall to the
wayside when experiencing the
Pac-Man fever. As a man who
must walk the long, hot road
(for he has no car), this writer
admits a spiritual encounter

NOW IT CAH SE TOUH

the first time he saw It. And he
would liki' to slop writing In tin'
third person.
At the time, I was dealing with
death and marriage, stress and
school, merely wishing for a
more comfortable pair of shoes,
when 1 came across It. InsiaiiiK,
all my earthly concerns evaporated, replaced with a whimsical joviality

The Hue genius evident in

this work is that it is open to a
myriad of interpretations. Why
is the fourth ghost missing?
Did he get chomped? Was that
faded ghost lllinkv. or was he
Pinky? Is today the day that PacMan's finally trapped by (lyde?
Why do spray-painted cherries
look so succulent?
But we have to accept that
some day these holv Images
will fade away, much like when
Pac-Man loses his last life. (In
that day. maybe, we can take
Pac-Man into our souls. We can
become the Pac-Man.

Wait... what? [here's a group

»*•»•» -.xeoMfe
■MM ead *»** hay* rmjaft
l*."-q >** box* ar*av It»
leaamf offer Van*/, yva*.

of N'Yl I grad students who play
live-action Pac-Man In the
streets of Manhattan with cell
phones and vintage cosmmes?
I guess it's true — we grad
students really are insane
/. Michael Bestul (best@bgm.
edul is in humble thanks to
whomever painted Pac-Man on
thm sidewalk.

£STA8LIS«£D W CKARIESTOH. II
IN I9S3 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GP«
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

^TAMY IOttjyv

OK, SO MY SUBS REALLY AKN'T GOUBMCT AW
WI &E MOT FfrEWC't EITMEt .MY SUBS JUST TASTE
A UTTU EETTFfi, TMAT S ALL! I WflfcTED TO
CALL IT JMMY JOMh S TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT
MY MOM TOLD Ml TO STICK WITH GOURMET.
SHE TW**S WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET, BUT
I DON'T THWK EITHER OF US KNOW WMtT IT
M*AW. SO UTS STICK WITH TASTY!

$4.50
8" SUB SANDWICHES

""MET SANDWIC

til ol my laity sub sandwiches are a lull S inches of
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
Meals & cheese I can buy! Ind il ii mailers ti yon.
•e slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where ytu can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo. (Awesome!)

#2 BIG JOHN*
Medium rare shaved roast beef, topped with yummy
mayo, lettuce, and tomato (Can't beat this one!)

#3 SORRY CHARLIE
California baby tuna, mued with celery, onions and
our tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks')

#4 TURKEY TOM*

Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce
SUM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM

I
2
3
4
S
6

Ham & cheese
loaiilul
Tuna salad
luiieybicast
Salami, capicola. cheese
Double iioioltne

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
1 lull 1/4 pouid of real applewood smoked ham. provolone
cheese, lettuce, tomato. & teal mayo! (ft real stick)

#8 BILLY CLUB
Roast beef. ham. provolone. Dijon mustard, lettuce.
tomato. & mayo. (Here's to my old sal Billy who
invented this great combo.)

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB
Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked bam. and
provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato, onion,
mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette
(Tou hav'ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

«I0 HUNTER'S CLUB

fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo. (The original)

#5 VITO"
The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone.
capicola. onion, lettuce tomato. £ a teal tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Order it with hot peppers, tiust me!)

#6 VEGETARIAN

&~vb**

My club sandwiches have twice the meat and cheese, try it
on my Iresb baked thick sliced 1 gram bread or my famous
homemade frnch bread!

PLAIN SLIMS"

#1 PEPE*

$

Several layers of provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber, lettuce.
tomato, and mayo (Truly a gourmet sub not lor vegetarians
■ah;
peace dude!)

J.J.B.L.T.n'

Same inrjrcdienis and price ol the
Mill 01 club without the bread

YOM CATERING
SOLUTION!!!
BOX LUKCHIS. rtHTtRS. flail I

• SIDE ITEMS •
Soda Cop
S0.M/S1.I9
Giant chocolate chip or oaimeal raisin cookie
Si 25
Real potato chips or |umbo kosher dill pickle
$175
hira load ol meat
litra cheese or citra avocado spread

$1.25
SO 65

HotPeppers

$0 ?S

FREEBIES (SUBS t CLUBS ONIY)
Onion, lettuce alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber. Diion mustard, oil & vinegar and oregano.

I full 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare roast beet,
provolone, lettuce, tomato. & mayo. (It rocks!!!)

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*
Fresh sliced turkey breast, apple**ood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato, aid mayo!
(ft very iraditlonal. yet always exceptional classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB* ®

DELIVHI OIDIIS will include a delivery
charge el 35c per Hen (*/-lltl.

Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, toman, and
■ayo! (It's the real deal folks, and it ain't even California.)

• • • • JIMMVJ0HNS.COM . . . .

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*
Double ptevelone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
(Iry it oi ay 7 gram whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

tacon. lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
(The only better III is mama's III. this one rules!)

18"X-Large

$8.75

l-TEecr 203
203 N.

Sidewalk art brings new meaning to "old school'

THE JJ.
GARGANTUAN1"
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brothei Hue) It's huge
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans! Ions of genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola. roast beef,
turkey R provolone (ammed into
one of oui homemade trench buns
then smothered with onions, mayo.
lettuce tomato. & our homemade
Italian dressing.

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*
Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, temate. k mayo
tn American classic, certainly not invented by J J bet
delmiiely tweaked and fine tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA*
Ihe same as our »3 Sony Charlie eicept this one has a
loi more. Homemade tuna salad provolone. sprouts.
cucumber.lettuce. & tomato (I guarantee it's awesome')

#16 CLUB LULU"
Fresh sliced turkey bieast. bicoo. lettuce, tomato. &
mayo. (JJ's original turkey £ bacon club)

S WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK *& I
BOWLING GREEN

1616E. WOOSTER

419.352.7200

352-5166

Mot VaM With Any Offer • Offer Expires 9/30/05

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
«'0IS JIHMf JOHN S til lit HIS I IMC III IICHIS IIS1IIII *e ltv.rn* Ihe lifll

©
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Roflow honored again
The Mid American Conference
announced sophomore lamie
Roflow and Akron's Beata
Rudzinska as co-runners of
the week.
This is the second week in
a row in which Roflow was
awarded this honor.
Roflow took home the individual crown at Saturday's Mel
Brodt Cross Country Invitational.
She was first out of 83 runners in
the field.
Roflow and the Falcons return
to action on Samrday, Sept. 24, to
compete in the annual Stanford
Invitational.

WEDNESDAY
September 14,
2005
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

ONE STROKE AHEAD

Saints
might
march
away
TIM
DAHLBERG
AP Columnist
The New Orleans Saints gave the
NKL just what it wanted Sunday
— a feel-good story to warm the
hearts and wTap the flag around.
The team with no home won
one for people with no homes.
Saints fans cheered as they
watched on big screens in shelters across the country, and for a
few hours, at least, everyone had
something to smile about.
If this were a Hollywood
movie, the Saints would go on to
win the Super Bowl, the parade
down Bourbon Street would
spark the city's rebuilding effort,
and the team that saved New
Orleans would become as much
of an institution as Mardi Gras.
Unfortunately, this is real life.
And that leaves the future of the
Saints almost as murky as the
water that still covers much
of the city.
The most immediate part
of that future begins Monday
night when the Saints travel
to New York to play the Giants
for a "home" game in front of
some 78,000 fans who won't
be cheering for running back
Deuce McAllister and don't
have a clue who Wayne Gandy
is (for the record, he's an
offensive lineman).
The only home field advantage in the Meadowlands
belongs to Saints owner Tom
Benson. He's the guy who,
thanks to the NFL, will pocket
the receipts from a large paying
crowd made up almost entirely
of Giants' season ticket holders.
The Giants can probably use
an extra home game to help
calm Eli Manning down, but
there was really no logistical
reason why the Saints couldn't
have hosted the game in San
Antonio. Because oddsmakers
usually figure the home team
advantage is worth three points,
the Saints went from possible
3-point favorites to 3-point
underdogs by having to travel
to New York.
"As a football coach that is not
the best thing for this team,"
Saints coach Jim Haslett said of
the move to New York,
In reality, the Saints will
have only three games they
can legitimately consider home
games all season. The team
is based now in San Antonio
and, other than the three
games now scheduled for the
Alamodome, New Orleans will
travel to every game.
(True, four of those games
will be in Baton Rouge, La.,
where the crowd will be cheering for the Saints. But the team
will have to travel there to play,
and it will be an unfamiliar
atmosphere for both teams.)
For a team that had trouble
winning even in normal circumstances, giving away points
almost every week isn't exactly
a recipe for playoff contention.
But what Saints fans should
fear most is what comes after
this year.
The Superdome is likely history, no matter how cosmetic
the damage is to the team's
former home. Benson wanted
a new stadium long before
Kdt rina hit, and there's no way
he's going to willingly go back to
a building that is now symbolic
SAINTS, PAGE 7
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BUTTERFLY: Danna Scholte prepares for the season at a recent practice of the swimming team. Scholte and the team practiced many strokes during practice,
including the butterfly stroke shown above. Read the interview with swimming and diving coach Kerri Buff about the upcoming season.

Tory James happy for Saints
Bengals star happy
his hometown team
won opening game
ByloeKay
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — When he saw
the final score, comerback Tory
lames was happy for the New
Orleans Saints.
The team that represents
his hurricane-ravaged hometown won its season opener
on Sunday, no small feat for a
collection of players who had
every reason to be distracted
and disheartened.
"I know it's got to be tough
dealing with what the Saints are
going through," lames said. "I
feel for them. For them to come
out and play a football game and
get a win, that shows a lot."
lames and three other
Cincinnati Bengals who grew up
in the Gulf area understand what
they're enduring. Hurricane
Katrina has scattered their families, destroyed their homes and
made their game seem insignificant.
But football is their livelihood
and their teammates need
them, so they keep plugging

"It's kind of hard for me
may at the playbook while trying to do everything they can to knowing that this has happened and my parents won't
help those who lost everything.
It's not easy, not foran instant. leave and there's nothing I can
"Sometimes we're supposed to do to get my people up here.
be big football players and noth- It's hurtful every day, stressing can touch us," said lames, ful."
Nothing was more stresswho made his first Pro Bowl last
season. "This one hurts right ful than the first few days
after the storm hit land and
here."
the players couldn't
lames, comerback
get
in
touch
Greg Brooks and
with their famireceiver Oiris Henry
lies. Myles broke
grew up in the New
down
in
tears
Orleans area. Safety
when he finally
Reggie Myles is from
got a call from
Pascagoula, Miss.,
where his family rode
his parents.
The calls are
outthestonn.
Eachhasadillncni
still coming for
lames, who was
story, but they share
in Cleveland for
an anxiety that never
REGGIE
MYLES,
goes away for long.
the Bengals' openNEW
ORLEANS
SAFTEY
ing 27-13 win on
They worry about
Sunday when a
relatives who are temporarily living with them — or, in missing member of his family
Myles' case, who have chosen to checked in.
stay behind and deal with it.
"I was on a bus getting off
"I'm still trying to get them to the plane for the game and
come up and stay with me. but my nephew called me," lames
they won't" said Myles, who grew said. "We hadn't heard from
up in I '"ascagoula. "It's home, their him. He called and he's doing
roots, their whole lives. My mom good. I think he's in Texas."
and dad and family have always
A group of Myles' relatives
been there.
moved to Cincinnati after the

"I'm still
trying to
get them to
come up
and stay
with me but
they won't."

Indians'
Rhodes
leaves club
for season

storm, arriving in the middle
of the night. He was overjoyed
to sec them, but didn't know
what to do next.
Caring for so many people
can feel overwhelming.
"They showed up, like 16 of
them, at my door at 3 o'clock
in the morning, and I've got
to go to practice the next day
and it was tough," lames said.
"I was just lost, trying to help
get them situated."
Coach Marvin Lewis offered
to let the players take some
time off, but they decided they
needed to "tough it out."
They've been touched by
the public's response, lames'
brother drove to a gas station
with Louisiana plates on his
car, and others in line to fill
up asked if he needed housing
or anything else.
"Two days ago, my mom,
grandmother and aunt went
to get their hair done," Brooks
said. "When the people realized they're from Louisiana,
they did all their hair for
free."
Myles checks in with his parents as often as he can, making sure they're surviving in

CLEVELAND — Indians
reliever Arthur Rhodes has
left the club because of a family illness and will miss the
rest of Cleveland's season.
Rhodes was in his first season with the Indians, who
acquired him in a trade last
December with Pittsburgh
for outfielder Matt Lawton.
The left-hander didn't pitch
because of the personal matter from Aug. 2 to Sept. 3.
"He's had to deal with a
great deal this year," Indians
manager Eric Wedge said
before yesterday's game. "It's
best for him and his family
that he is with them."
Rhodes
has
helped
Cleveland's bullpen become
one of baseball's best, one
season after it was one of the
worst. The 35-year-old was
primarily used as a setup
man in the seventh and
eighth innings and went 3-

KATRINA, PAGE 7

RHOOES. PAGE 7

By Tom Withers
IBE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Gretzky anxious to coach
By Mel Reisnef
1 HE

ASSOCIATED PRESS

GLENDALE. Ariz. — Wayne
Gretzky gave a hint of his
coaching style yesterday when
he opened training camp with
a greeting to Phoenix Coyotes
players, then went into the
stands at Glcndale Arena to
watch two scrimmages while
his assistants oversaw the
line changes.
Gretzky, who stayed on as
the team's managing partner
for hockey operat ions despite
announcing on Aug. 8 that
he would give coaching a
try, acknowledged stepping
into a realm where he may
not reach the same status he
attained as a player.
"I'm venturing into a new
career, and I have to go out
there and earn my stripes as
much as anybody," he said.
ButGretzkybelieves applying
the same principles that turned
him from a teenage phenom
into the NHLs greatest scorer

"I'm venturing into
a new career, and
I have to go out
there and earn my
stripes as much
as anybody."
WAYNE GRETZKY, COYOTES COACH
— study, preparation, attention
to detail — will help him make
thetransilitm.
"I really practiced hard. I
really knew who I was going
to play against," he said. "Each
and every night, I spent countless hours in video rooms
going over things with coaches like John Muckler. so I made
myself into the player that I
became, and that's the way
I'm going to coach."
He plans to let assistants
Barry Smith, Rick Tocchet and
Rick Bowness handle the mundane aspects of camp — and
the team during home-and-

home exhibition games against
the Minnesota Wild on Friday
and Saturday — until the roster
is trimmed to manageable size.
His delegation of authority won approval from the staff
and players alike.
"You can't do it nowadays,"
Tocchet said. "I mean, you have
five or six seconds to get another line on, matchups. There's a
lot of preparation, a lot of video.
So there's no way one guy could
do a one-man show, and that's
the key when you're the head of
something — to delegate and
get the right people."
Brett
Hull,
Gretzky's
friend, former teammate
and golf buddy, said no one
will question who is running the team, Gretzky's
calm, thoughtful demeanor
notwithstanding.
"It's respect that you have
from your players, and obviously he's going to have
6RETZKY.PAGE7

KiylWntr APPIwto
WACHING THJ PACK:Phoenix Coyotes coach Wayne Gretzky, left, and
goaltenders coach Grant Fuhr, smile as they watch the team practice.
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Saban a cerebral head coach Confidence brims
By Steven Wine
THE ASSOCItHD PRESS

MIAMI — In the days leading up
to his firs! game as an Nil. head
coach, Nick Saban talked about
All-Pros William Shakespeare,
Rudyard Kipling, Martin Uither
King, Franklin Roosevelt and
Michaelangelo as sources of
motivation and inspiration.
That's heady stuff, but
then so was the Miami
Dolphins' opener. Coming off
their worst season since the
1960s, the Dolphins drubbed
Denver 34-10.
It was an auspicious start to the
Saban era. F.ven honorary team
captain DonShulapraisedtheperformance Sunday, politely resisting any temptation to point out
that lie still leads Saban in career
victories, 347-1.
In the wake of win No. 1, Saban
made no references to "Much
Ado About Nothing" or "I I lave a
Dream." He instead spoke warily
of relief syndrome, a malady common to NFL teams coming off a
big victory, which could explain
why Miami is a six-point underdog Sunday on the road against
the reeling New York lets.
"Relief syndrome—that's poisonous and lethal," Saban said.
"Whenever you feel relieved,
like, 'Oh boy, we did something.'
that's bad."
The new Miami coach
describes himself as a hillbilly
from West Virginia, but he more
often sounds like a former graduate student in sports psychology
from Kent State, which he is.

"It's not human nature to be
great," Saban said. "It's human
nature to survive, be average
and do what you have to do to
get by. That is normal. When
you have something good happen, it's the special people that
can stay focused and keep
paying attention to detail,
working to gel better and not
being satisfied with what they
have accomplished."
Saban's goal is to fill his
squad with special people,
and the search is on, with 28
of the 53 players on the roster newcomers this season. A
housecleaning was inevitable
after coach Dave Wannstedt
resigned and the Dolphins
went 4-12 last year, their first
losing season since 1988.
Saban acquired seven new
starters for an aging defense,
shuffled a woeful offensive
line, signed journeyman Gus
Frerotte to play quarterback
and persuaded 2002 NFI. rushing champion Ricky Williams
to end his one-year retirement.
Saban released or demoted
quarterback AJ. Feeley, running back I ,iin,ii Gordon and
linebacker Eddie Moore, even
though each cost Wannstedt a
high draft pick.
A dismal exhibition season
offered no hint the Dolphins
were poised for a fast start. But
they stuffed the Broncos' feared
ground game and looked explosive on offense, with two gains of
60 yards or more, the first time
Miami has done that since 1967.

"We're going to be aggressive
and do a lot of different things,"
said receiver Chris Chambers,
who ran 61 yards on a reverse.
"It's a new era."
Dull and self-destructive
last season, Miami's offense
showed surprising flair. Rather
than nurse a 10-point lead with
nine minutes left, Frerotte
threwlongto Marty Bookerfora
60-yard score.
"We're not playing not to
lose," said tight end Randy
McMichael, a reference to
Wannstedt's
conservative
nature. "We're playing to win.
When you do that, you're a
dangerous team."
lason Taylor delivered the
coup de grace, returning a
fumble 85 yards for a score on
the final play as team owner
Wayne Huizcnga sprinted
along the sideline in pursuit,
grinning and panting.
"A good start," Huizenga
said.
What does it mean for a new
coach? In Miami, historically,
not much.
Wannstedt won his first
game with the Dolphins, 23-0,
but a long, slow decline in the
franchise's fortunes followed.
Jimmy Johnson won his first
three games, then quit in frustration four years later.
Before last season, quick
starts — and late collapses —
were part of the Dolphins tradition. So their veterans might
be less prone to relief syndrome
than most players.

"We've won one game,"
Taylor said. "We won four last
year. We've got a ways to go before
we match last year. We haven't
proved anything."
Doubts remain about the
offensive line and secondary,
Frerotte hasan erratic history and
Williams is an enigma. Dolphins
fans are wisely not yet talking
Super Bowl, or even playoffs.
There is a buzz building,
however, about a possible
.500 season.
"They're going to be a good
team, belter than a lot of people
thought," Broncos defensive end
Trevor Pryce said. "A lot of people
were doubting them, but we saw
what they can do."
Anything's possible: San Diego
improved from 4-12 in 2003 to 124 in 2004. But that doesn't mean
the Dolphins are headed from
worst to first in the AFC.
Their AFC East rivals can offer
insight on the insignificance of
a season opener. Two years ago,
Buffalo started the season by beating New England 31-0. The Bills
won five more games that season;
the Pat riots won the Super Bowl.
Dolphins linebacker Junior
Seau, a 12-time Pro Bowl performer, hasn't been to the playoffs since 1995. And he knows
an opening win won't get
him there.
It's one game," Seau said.
"After one game, you're going to
be in first place or last place. We're
In first place."
Shakespeare couldn't have
said it lietter.

from coach Buff
Svvimming coach
excited about
upcoming season

Buff declined commenting on
any swimmer in particular but
sakl: "We have very strong seniors
and six outstanding freshmen. I
am a big believer in a team elTort.
One person can't make a team."
By Heather Riedel
B E PORIEB
Last year, BGSU led the
Diving into her fourth year as Academic All-MAC Team,
head coach of BGSU's swim To qualify for this, a miniteam, Keri Buff is feeling very mum cumulative GPA of 3.2 is
required and particiconfident about her
pation in at least 50
team this season.
percent of the games
BG swimmers train
or meets of the sport.
year-round in order to
Buff was recently
be in the best physi
asked to represent USA
cal strength and shape.
Swimming in Colorado
Their workouts mainly
Springs, home of the
include running/carOlympic
Training
dio, weights, pilates
Center, for a coaching
and, of course, swimKERI BUFF.
convention The conming. These swimCOACH
mers, which include
vention will be held lain
this month and includes
four divers and 19
swimmers, practice twice a day all of the top women in coaching,
"They are paying for me to
equaling 20 hours a week.
"We train very hard all year learn more about coaching, it
for the MAC Championships should be a good convention,"
Buff said.
but we go into every meet wantThe swim team's iir-t meet is
ing to win," Buff said. "Being
head coach, you get to put the Tom Stubbs Relay, October
14th at BGSU, Four schools will
everything together the way
ho competing, including Eastern
you believe it should be."
BGSU came in fifth place Michigan University, University
at the MAC Championship of Akron, Youngsiown State and
Bowling Gn-en State University.
in February.

No happy ending in NO
SAINTS. FROM PAGE 6

Players make
time to aide
Katrina victims

Rhodes out
for personal
reasons

KATRINA, FROM PAGE 6

RHODES,FROM PAGE 6

a neighborhood spared from
flooding. The water came within
two inches of their home.
"They're all taking turns
cooking each day because of the
shortage of food down there,"
Myles said, sniffling back emotions. "What they could save
from the storm is basically what
they've got. I know it's hard
for them down there. I know
they're hurting. They won't ask
me for anything. I don't know
what to do."
The devastation is never far
from the players' thoughts.
"I'm blessed to have a job
where I can help out and do
things for them," James said.
"I was building a house down
there, and the people who were
building my house are calling
me from shelters. The phone is
just constantly ringing.
"There's only so much I can
do. I try my best, but I still feel
like I'm leaving people behind.
It's a funny feeling. Words can't
describe it. And it's going to belike that for a long time."

1 with a 2.08 ERA in 47
appearances.
Cleveland's bullpen has
the majors' lowest ERA
(2.88).
"He was a big part of
what the bullpen has
accomplished this year,"
Wedge said. "Obviously,
we'll miss him."
In Monday night's 20 loss to the Athletics,
Rhodes walked one, gave
up a hit and hit a batter.
The Indians entered
Tuesday's game with
Oakland leading the AL
wild-card race by one
game over the New York
Yankees. They'll miss
Rhodes even more if they
hang on and qualify for
the postseason.

The Indians managed to cope well while
Rhodes was sidelined,
especially lefty Scott
Sauerbeck. He didn't
allow a run in 13 games
when Rhodes was out.

Gretzky earns respect
GRETZKY, FROM PAGE 6
that," Hull said. "When a
voice needs to be raised, I'm
sure he can. 1 think that's
why (general manager) Mike

TheCoyotesacqu i red Com r ie
late in the 2003-04 season and
he barely got to know his teammates before the lockout.
I lull, who trails only Gretzky
and Gordie Howe in career
goal-scoring, also
is among the newcomers. He left
Detroit to sign
with the Coyotes
in August 2004,
joining then-newly
acquired forwards
Mike Ricci, Boyd

Barnett brought
in the players that
he did, the leadership and the veteran guys, so those
times are few and
far between."
Center
Mike
Comrie echoed the
play for him, Devereaux, Jason
feeling.
chimera
and
"I grew up watchdefenseman Sean
ing the Oilers in
O'Donnell.
Edmonton,
and
MIKE COMRIE,
n,c effects were
now to play for
CENTER
obvious at the first
him, it's a thrill,"
practice.
Comrie said. "I
"It was pretty wild,"
feel like we're probably going
to learn quite a bit. When Devereaux said. "It was realhe says something, it's in a ly a high-tempo practice, so
different way than most the guys were feeding off it
for sure."
people do."

"/ grew up
watching
the Oilers in
Edmonton,
and now to

it's a thrill."

of so much human misery.
A new stadium is also out of
the question, Imagine, when
much of the city needs rebuilding, the outcry if someone suggests spending hundreds of millions of dollars in taxpayer money
to build a football stadium for
an owner that doesn't want to be
there anyway?
It was just fburyears ago that

Louisiana agreed to pay the
Saints some S2 million a home
game just to keep them in New
Orieans. Even that deal was in
l rouble before the hurricane
because, with tourism lagging,
the state couldn't find money to
put in Benson's pockets.
Under the deal, Benson would
have to repay the $81 million lie's
already gotten if he took the team
elsewhere. But all bets are off now
because Benson could claim that
he isn't obligated to stay in New
Orieans when there no longer is a
proper place to play.
"We're not going to worry
about that today," he said.
Contrast that with New
Orleans 1 lomets owner George
Shinn, who was basically run out

of Charlotte by angry fans but
now seems to have found things
to his liking in the Big Easy.
Shinn needs a new lemporary

home, but says he plans to
he back.
"Our objective is not to abandon ship here or to get out of
dodge," Shinn told The T'irnesPicayuiu'the other da\. "Our
plan is to ho[>e and pra\ New
Orleans rebuilds."
If not. there's always Los
tagdes, though that might
mean he has to sell the Saints
because theNFT would prefer
local ownership. That shouldn't
be a major hardship since
Benson said earlier this year he
had been offered SI billion for
the team.
On Sunday, the Saints gave
the displaced residents of New
Orieans some relief from the
despair invading their lives.
Sports may not help them find a

new bomeorjob, but Ifeveradty
needed a team to do well, this
was the time.
Unfortunately, they may not
have long to enjoy it.
Because the next sound
you hear will be these Saints
marching out.
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Ticket sales TONIGHT!
Wednesday, Sept. 14 @ 9pm
Bowen Thompson Student Union • Multi Purpose Room
.Student/Faculty BGSU ID Required: $10 (Limit of 6)
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Help Wanted
Looking for a responsible coHege
student interested in ironing clothing
in our home or at the students home
or apartment. To discuss particulars,
call Tim at 419-409-1942.

campus events
spring break travel
services offered
lost & found
wanted
personals

find a job
sell your stuff
apartment search
city events
senior farewells

Our company is seeking employees
to perform light production work.
Flexible hours: 7:3078:30-11 30am:
Noon-2:30pm;2:30pm-5:00pm,
5:30pm-8:30pm and Saturdays
Easy walk from Campus. $6.00 per
hour providing you work a minimum
15 hours per week. Overtime available. Apply at Advanced Specialty
Products, Inc.. 428 Clough Street.
Bowling Green, OH 43402 EOE

www.bgnews.com

ClMiffi€ff
Ads

Part-time wor* outside gutter installation, climb ladders, flex, hre., local
co. Call after 5pm. 419-257-7673.

Andy's Hotdogs, Late night 3am.
Thursday. Friday & Saturday
Behind Circle K convenience store
Dy the RR tracks. 353-7000

372-6977

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES OUE:
MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALLSEPT 14

Student Wort
Immediate Openings
$11.75 base/appt.. flex, sched, cust
sales/ service, all ages 17 & older,
conditions apply, 419-861-6134.

Wanted

For Sale

Drummer girl looking to start
an all girt band.
Call Styx 419-494-9679.

2003 Suzuki GSX-R600.
Asking $4600.
Call Adrian @ 419-320-0724,

Help Wanted

99 ' Chevy Blazer, 66Kmiles leather
inferior, power everything, cd player.
Good Shape $6300 216-406-3438

IBARTENDING! $300/day potential
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Black Melal Futon For Sale. Extra
Mattress Avail. Call or Email
Anytime. 513-505-8833.
hcompto@bgsu.edu
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Lost/Found
Found white female cat in Gypsy
Lane Estates Please call
419-494-3410

Experienced Cheer Coach tor competitive all-star team. Contact Perrysburg Gymnastics. 419-874-9383.

Travel
Vebaltel Low
Prices guaranteed Book 11 people,
get 12th trip (reel Group discounts
eem_or wYm.LtlturtToun.com or
800-838-8202
Spring Break 06 Don't Get Lett Out
Now Hmng Reps. Organize Small
Group & Travel Free! Book Early:
Save Big SSS Free Meals Best
Flights, www.sunsplashtours.com
1.800.426.7710.
Spring Break 2006. Travel with
STS. America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica. Cancun. Acapulca. Bahamas and Florida. Now
Hiring on-campus reps. Call lor
group discounts Information/
Reservations 1 -800-648-4849 or
I.com

JIH711<

Dependable '85 Toyota Camry.
4 door, auto, 1 owner.
419-494-9442

Get paid to think
Make $75 taking on line surveys.
www.moneyauthor.com

For Rent

INTERNET WORK! S8.75- $38.50/
hr! FT/PT/Summer. $25 Bonus!
Studentsurveysite.com/BGnews
Kidz Watch now hiring care givers
Mainly lor Tues, Thurs and weekends. Apply in person or send resume to: 580 Craig Dr. Perrysburg,
Oh 43551 419-874-9678
Lawn Maintenance. Pan & Full Time
Knickerbocker Lawns.
Call 352-5822.

Relationship Issues? I
Adjusting to college life?
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Drugs i alcohol becoming i problem?
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•■$199.00 Mo.. 926 E. Wooster.
Rooms plus 6 Bdrm.House at 916
3rd. St. all next to campus & Avail.
NOW. Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
Also 2nd. Sem. 1 & 2 Bdrm Apts.

812 3rd St Close to BGSU,
newly painted. 3 BR. 1 Bath,
privacy fenced in ok yard,
$840/ mo +dep. you pay util.
Call Mary 419-474-7775

3 and 4 bedroom house and
apartment available now.

Female subleaser for furnished
aptartment in The Enclave.
419-367-3819 available now.

"Its early but Stud, are knocking
DN my door for houses, next to
campus, 06-07 S.Y. (Mult. Stud.,
U.R. over 3 allowed) Call 419-3530325 10am-9pm

Affordable large bedroom. Close to
campus. Residential neighborhood.
No pets. 1 year leas required. Grad
student preferred. $390/ month.
419-654-5716.

419-353-8206.
Apartment for Sublease: Renter
Needed Immediatly. Got a Job in
Kansas. Rent Is S500 a month.Cable. Gas, and Utilities (except electricity) included in Rent. Close to
Campus. 1 Bedroom. Call (901)275-4106 for information. Willing to
Compromise on the Price.

Roommate wanted working educated to share large country home.
419-345-2528.
Victorian apts. 427 N. Main, Reduced $ 1. Grand 10 ft ceilings, oak
trim & floors. DW, WD. 2. Either 3
Ig rooms rented either individual or
as apt Unique 4 Grand. 3. Unique
Loft space, DW. 386-405-3318

1 2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans

• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen

■rifytiK-U) il *0 440 1 SO. 110 ft!

• Pets welcome!
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Get fit.
Get paid.
JOIN OUR TEAM - FedEx Ground!

-FREE HEA1
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Domesticates
Widely scattered
Al of "Scarface"
Altar constellation
Sun. homily
Symbol of skepticism
Perjurer
Director Bunuel
Ticked off
Ingnd in "Casablanca"
Land measure
"The _ Sanction"
Highland loch
Hone
Haley book

For Rent
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For Rent

• Ground floor ranch

TW«VM«MVkfi<i(l) I (0.4 10.' io.no»:

In reserve
Canasta display
While lead-in
Designer Ashley
Nobel winner Wiesel
Late-night Jay
Sturdy fabric
Skin: pref.
Alaska's first governor
Symbol of simplicity
Nav. by satellite
Gabor sister
Data on |ackets
Blood conduit
Dens
Garry or Roger
Okefenokee resident
Writer LeShan
Symbol of sensitivity
Permit to
Sundance's girlfriend
Perfume allure

For Rent
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COUCH, CHAIR, LOVESEAT.
BOOKCASE & SECRETARY DESK
419-352-7854

Ge: Paid To Drive a Brand New Car!
Now paying drivers S800-S3200 a
month. Pick up your Iree car key today. www.freecarkey.com

The Best Seat In Town

6.

Sigma Alpha Lambda, a Natiotel \'
Leadership and Honors OrganA- \lion, seekt ttudsnts to tiart a local
chapter (3.0 GPA Required)
Contact Director ol Chapter
Development rminer@salhonois.org

N

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

For part-time Package Handlers at FedEx® Ground, it's like a paid workout. The work's
demanding, but the rewards are big. Come join our team, get a weekly paycheck, tuition
assistance and break a sweat with the nation's package delivery leader.

P/T PACKAGE HANDLERS

Allies in Mental Health, I
130 S. Main St Suite 218 Bowling Green |
419.354 AIMH (2464)

4f>y /(/////'\i//f/y

Roast Pork Loin
9 M»shtd Potstoa, Onvr Colnbw.
Ve«cwhlc Hid ( .irnl-n.nl StuffinR.
* From 4 J>m until 9 pm •

r~

419-353-7715 ti*

sromttHS
GRAND OPENING JOB*FAIR
NOW HIRING'"

CASHIERS • SALES ASSOCIATES • STOCK ASSOCIATES
Pletsu apply hi pvsort:
The wee* of 09/12-09M6
Monday-Wadnasday 10am-9pm.
Thursday & Frtday I0am-6pm

419-353-2277

In R>wntown Bowling Green

One ot the fastest growing retail companies in the country.
Great Wort Environment! Competetlve Payl
Location:

Smoking & Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

Food Court, Woodland Mill
234, North main Street Bowling Green. OWo 43402
Steve and Barry's University Sportwear Is an EOE

THE
TANNING
CENTER

1
for

°
>t

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
419-354-1559

{HMDS 2IOOTMS)
NO»P»OII,IM(NrNICESS*H»

• Ability to load, unload, sort packages
• Background check required
• Multiple shifts available
• Part-time, 5-day week
•$9.00-$10.00/hr to Start
• Tuition reimbursement after 30 days
• Scheduled raises, including $.25/hr after 90 days
Join us for a TOUR of our facility:
Mondays and Wednesdays at 4:00pm
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 3:00pm

FedEx Ground
650 South Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
fedex.com/us/careers

4>rv,*j Ui W I9&0

5'

Qualifications:
• 18 years or older
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs.

Women and minorities are encouraged to join the team.

ROOM*

AvAiUblfc!

No faeS No Cnxfrt f.wtl Rf-*]i *ir ■ ■< (

S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. Main
419-353-8826
HMDS'llOOTMl)

THE HEAT
904E.Wooster
419-352-3588
(SHDS1I00TH)

I

